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Zero-valent metallic iron nanoparticles (NPs) with modified surface were embedded in poly(isoprene) (PI) and the enthalpy of interfacial adhesion in
resulted ferroelastomers was evaluated. Iron NPs were synthesized by the method of electrical explosion of wire (EEW) in inert gas. Modification
of their surface was performed by the in situ liquid treatment of the active condensed NPs in the EEW installation. The enthalpy of mixing of
poly(isoprene) with Fe NPs was determined using thermochemical cycle based on the isothermal calorimetry measurement of the enthalpy of
dissolution of PI/Fe composites in chloroform at 25◦ C. Using these values the enthalpy of adhesion of PI to the surface of modified Fe NPs was
evaluated using Langmuir-type isotherm. It was shown that the enthalpy of adhesion strongly depends on the properties of the surface of Fe NPs
and its modification. It was the lowest in the case of oxidized Fe NPs and the highest for Fe NPs which surface was modified by pre-deposited
polymeric shells.
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1.

Introduction

Zero valent iron nanoparticles have received considerable interest because of their potential applications in many
diverse fields, including ferrofluids, biomedical materials, sensors, catalysts, magnetic and electro-conductive materials [1–5]. In many cases nanoparticles are incorporated into polymeric composites [2–5]. In particular, it is the
case of magnetically active polymeric composites – ferroelastomers, which combine the elasticity of a polymer with
the magnetic properties of embedded solid magnetic particles [5]. These materials provide the advantage of remote
control of their mechanical characteristics by the application of the external magnetic field. The integral performance
of ferroelastomers depends on the combination of their mechanical and magnetic responses. Meanwhile, these two
aspects are in some respect controversial. The increase in the load of solid magnetic particles improves the magnetic
properties of a ferroelastomer, but at the same, time it can decrease its mechanical strength. The weak point for the
ultimate tensile stress in a composite is the polymer/solid interface. Hence, enhancement of the adhesion at the polymer/solid interface can be a solution to the problem. The major route to provide this is the modification of embedded
solid magnetic particles.
There are two main ways to modify the surface of inorganic particles [6]. The first is accomplished through
surface absorption of small molecules or polymers, the second method is based on covalent bonding of a modifier
to the groups existing at the surface of the particles. Typically, surface adsorption is related to various surfactants
like oleic acid and its salts [7–9]. Covalent bonding, as well as surface graft-polymerization, requires the presence of
chemically active groups at the solid surface, like hydroxyls [10–13]. The surface of zero-valent metal nanoparticles,
however, is lacking active functional groups, and in this case, the modification by covalent bonding becomes a complex
multi-step procedure [14, 15].
A combination of the adsorption and bonding mechanisms of modification of zero-valent metal nanoparticles was
reported in references [16, 17]. Modification was a one step process performed in situ during the synthesis of 3d metal
nanoparticles by the method of the electrical explosion of wire (EEW). This is a highly productive method based on
the evaporation of the metal wire by the high voltage electrical discharge with consequent condensation of spherical
particles in inert gas [18, 19]. As-synthesized particles were immersed in a liquid solution of a modifier, which was
deposited at the interface by chemical bonding, initiated by the active surface of metal particles.
The effect of the modification of the surface of solid particles on their adhesion to a polymer can be evaluated by
the thermodynamic approach, which gives the enthalpy of formation of nanocomposite as a measure for the enthalpy
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of adhesion at solid/polymer interface. This approach was successfully elaborated in our earlier studies concerning
composites based on various polymers filled with metal and metal oxide nanoparticles [20–22].
The objective of the present work was to study the influence of the surface modification of metallic iron nanoparticles on the enthalpy of their interaction with poly(isoprene) in ferroelastomer. This polymeric matrix may be considered on one hand as a good model for the interaction of the amorphous polymer in an equilibrium conformational
state with the surface of metal nanoparticles. On the other hand, poly(isoprene) is the commercially available polymer
widely used in rubber industry in general and for the production of ferroelastomers in particular.
2.
2.1.

Experimental part
Synthesis and surface modification of Fe MNPs

The method of the electrical explosion of wire (EEW) was used for the synthesis of metallic iron magnetic
nanoparticles (Fe NPs). The detailed description of EEW equipment designed at Institute of Electrophysics of RAS
(Yekaterinburg, RF) is given elsewhere [18, 19]. The method is based on the evaporation of a portion of a metal wire
by the electrical high voltage discharge in the explosion chamber filled with an inert gas. Further condensation of the
expanding metal vapors resulted in the formation of spherical NPs. The applied voltage was 30 KV and the length of
the exploded portion of wire was 90 mm. The wire was continuously fed to the explosion chamber. The high voltage
source was concurrently recharged after each explosion, and the process was repeated in the pulsed manner. It resulted
in the rapid production of NPs (200 g/h). The reaction chamber was filled with a circulating 70:30 mixture of Ar and
N2 which provided the working gas pressure of 0.12 MPa.
The in-situ liquid-phase modification of MNPs was made by the immersing of the as-prepared Fe NPs in hexane,
toluene, 0.6 % solution of oleic acid in hexane, and 1 % solutions of poly(isoprene) (PI) and poly(styrene) (PS) in
toluene in the special hopper attached to the EEW installation and filled with the inert gas mixture. The details of
the modification are given elsewhere [16, 17]. All the modifiers were obtained from commercial suppliers and used
without further purification.
As it was shown earlier [16], hexane is an inert liquid for the active surface of the as-prepared Fe NPs, and if kept
under hexane, the metallic surface of Fe MNPs remained intact. It makes such samples highly pyrophoric. In order to
make them stable in the air controlled oxidation should be performed to provide the oxide shell 1.5–3 nm in thickness
on the surface of Fe MNPs [23]. Toluene is not inert to the as-prepared Fe NPs. Aromatic hydrocarbons condense on
the surface of 3d metal NPs producing the layer of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The details of the deposition
and its mechanism are given elsewhere [16]. The treatment of Fe NPs by the solutions of oleic acid, poly(isoprene),
poly(styrene) provided the deposition of these modifiers on the surface. The deposited layer was 3–5 nm (TEM) in
thickness and protected NPs from further oxidation.
The batches of modified Fe NPs taken for the study and their selected parameters are given in Table 1. Subsequently the batches will be addressed according to the marks listed in this table.
TEM images of the obtained Fe NPs are presented in Fig. 1. The particles are spherical and non-agglomerated.
Particle size distribution obtained by the image analysis is lognormal with a median value of 59 nm and a logarithmic
dispersion of 0.478. Fig. 1B presents the image of the protective oxide layer on the surface of NPs from batch FeOx .
The specific surface area of the NPs was determined by the low temperature adsorption of nitrogen using Micromeritics TriStar 3000 analyzer. Phase composition of NPs was characterized by XRD (Bruker D8 DISCOVER).
TEM and HTEM were performed using a JEOL JEM2100 microscope operating at 200 kV.
2.2.

Preparation of poly(isoprene) ferroelastomers

Poly(isoprene) was the commercial product (RF – GOST 14925-79 corr. 1-8). The weight average molecular
weight of PI MW=5.4×105 was measured by viscometry in benzene solution at 25 ◦ C (Kη = 5.02 × 10−4 dm3 /g,
a = 0.675).
Nanocomposites based on PI with embedded Fe NPs were prepared by casting onto the glass substrate. First,
the 5 % stock solution of PI in toluene was prepared and equilibrated. Then, the weighted amounts of Fe NPs were
dispersed in 15 mL of stock solution to prepare mixed suspensions. They were homogenized in the Cole Parmer
ultrasound processor at 20 KHz and 300 W for 10 min in a pulse/pause regime (pulse – 15 sec, pause – 10 sec).
In all the cases except pyrophoric Fe0 air-dry powders of NPs were taken. Fe0 was used in the form of the hexane
suspension. The load of modified Fe NPs in the suspension varied to provide 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 % of
the filler in finally obtained ferroelasts. Homogenized suspensions of intact and modified Fe NPs in toluene solution
of PI were cast onto the Petri dishes and dried to the constant weight in vacuo at 25 ◦ C.
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TABLE 1. Batches of modified Fe NPs and their selected parameters: specific surface area SBET ,
content of carbon and crystalline phase composition
No

Batch

Preparation

1

Fe0

Intact Fe NPs kept

SBET

Carbon

(m /g) content (%) phases (%)
8.4

0.08

FeOx

Controlled oxidation

αFe:97.7
γFe: 2.3

under hexane
2

Crystalline

2

8.5

0.08

αFe:95.0
γFe:1.9
Fe2 O3 :3.1

3

FeT

Modification by liquid toluene

7.8

0.25

αFe:88.6
γFe:6.7
Fe2 O3 :4.7

4

FeOA

Modification by 0.6 % solution

8.4

0.39

γFe:62.5

of oleic acid in hexane
5

FeP I

Modification by 1 % solution

αFe:97.5

7.8

0.56

αFe:89.5
γFe:6.3

of poly(isoprene) in toluene

Fe2 O3 :4.2
6

FeP S

Modification by 1 % solution
of poly(styrene) in toluene

7.8

0.45

αFe:89.8
γFe:6.5
Fe2 O3 :3.7

F IG . 1. (A) – TEM image of Fe NPs produced by EEW and taken as a filler for the composite.
(B) – HTEM image of FeOx NP with the protective oxide layer on the surface. Inset – particle size
distribution (1043 particles)
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Calorimetric measurements

The enthalpies of the processes incorporated in the thermochemical cycle were measured in isothermal conditions
at 25 ◦ C using Calvet 3D calorimeter SETARAM C80. Ampoule mixing cells were elaborated. The weighted amounts
(ca 20 – 90 mg) of Fe NPs, or PI, or composite with certain Fe NPs content were placed into a thin glass ampoule
(ca 0.5 cm3 ) and dried to a constant weight. Then the ampoules were sealed, placed in a special holder, which was
mounted in the stainless steel cell (10 cm3 ), and loaded with 5 mL of chloroform. Two assembled cells were located in
the ports of the calorimeter set at 25 ◦ C. Thermal equilibration took ca. 2 – 3 hrs and was monitored by the baseline.
When the baseline drift fell below 0.01 mW within 30 min, the calorimetric experiment in one of the cells was started
by breaking the ampoule in chloroform. The other cell was the reference. The heat evolution was observed for ca
60 min until the equilibrium baseline was reestablished. Then, the experiment in the second cell was performed in a
similar way. Typically measured heat effects fell within 0.1 – 5 J range, depending on the load in the ampoule. The
relative error of measurements of the heats of dissolution and the heats of wetting was estimated in 5 % for the heat
effects ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 J and 2 % for the heat effects in the 0.5 – 5 J range.
3.

Results and discussion

The enthalpy of formation of filled polymer composite, which depends on the interaction at the solid/polymer
interface cannot be measured in the direct calorimetric experiment, as the solid particles do not spontaneously mix
with polymer matrix. In such cases, the enthalpy can be determined by the proper combination of the steps, which
can be performed in the calorimeter. These steps for the evaluation of the enthalpy of formation of the polymeric
nanocomposite with embedded solid particles are presented schematically in Fig. 2 [20].

F IG . 2. Thermochemical cycle for the determination of the enthalpy of formation of a polymer composite
The target thermodynamic function in the thermochemical cycle (Hess cycle) in Fig. 2 is ∆Hcomp – the enthalpy
of formation of composite from its constituents. However, the mixing of a composite cannot be performed in the
calorimetric cell; the composite with the definite filler content should be prepared separately. In order to evaluate
∆Hcomp , one should go through consequent steps of the cycle in Fig. 2, which is based on the interaction of the
components and the composite with an appropriate liquid. This liquid should be a good solvent for the polymer and
should provide full dissolution of the polymer and the composite. In the present study, we used chloroform for such a
liquid, as it is a good solvent for poly(isoprene) and for all its composites.
In the first step of the cycle, the enthalpy of dissolution (∆H1 ) of a polymer in a large extent of liquid was
measured. At the same step, but in a separate experiment, the powdered filler was wetted by the same liquid with the
enthalpy effect ∆H2 . In the second step of the cycle the polymer solution was mixed with the suspension of the filler
with the heat effect ∆H3 . In the final step of the cycle, the solvent should be eliminated to give the composite with
the definite filler content. Obviously, it was the reversal of the dissolution of the composite in the large extent of the
liquid with the enthalpy effect ∆H4 . Finally, the enthalpy of formation of the composite was calculated as the linear
combination of enthalpy effects for these steps:
∆Hcomp = ω1 ∆H1 + ω2 ∆H2 + ∆H3 − ∆H4 ,

(1)
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TABLE 2. The enthalpy of dissolution in chloroform at 25 ◦ C for poly(isoprene) ferroelastomers
with embedded Fe NPs with intact and modified surface
Enthalpy of dissolution of a composite, ∆H4 (J/g)
ω2

0.1

0.2

Fe0

−7.63

−6.75

−5.91 −5.05 −4.18 −3.34

−2.52

−1.79 −1.32

−4.86

FeOx

−7.38

−6.40

−5.40 −4.47 −3.42 −2.73

−1.95

−1.34 −0.94

−1.05

FeT

−7.21

−6.03

−4.88 −3.62 −2.24 −1.05

−0.15

FeOA

−7.20

−6.06

−5.08 −4.27 −3.44 −2.70

−1.96

−1.34 −0.95

FeP I

−7.44

−6.58

−5.76 −4.92 −4.05 −3.19

−2.42

−1.76 −2.18 −21.07

FeP S

−7.64

−6.88

−6.13 −5.36 −4.58 −3.75

−2.96

−2.45 −2.92 −21.29

∗

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.47

0.9

0.60

1.0*

−4.27
−1.47

The value of ∆H4 at ω2 = 1 is the enthalpy of wetting of a filler ∆H2

∗∗

The value of the enthalpy of dissolution on poly(isoprene), ∆H1 , was equal to – 8.39 J/g. This

was the same in all cases.

where ω1 , ω2 are the weight fractions of the polymer (PI) and the filler (Fe MNPs) in the composite, which normalize ∆Hcomp value per 1 g of the composite. The resulted value of ∆Hcomp obtained in the thermochemical cycle
corresponds to the temperature, at which the calorimetric measurements were made; and it was 25 ◦ C in the present
study.
Table 2 gives the values of the enthalpy of dissolution of poly(isoprene) in chloroform (∆H1 ), the enthalpy of
wetting of Fe NPs with chloroform (∆H2 ), and the enthalpy of dissolution of composites (∆H4 ) with different Fe NPs
content (ω2 ). They were measured in calorimeter in the entire composition range for the composites filled with zerovalent metallic iron NPs with the intact and modified surface. ∆H3 values in all the cases fell within the experimental
error and are not listed.
The values given in Table 2 were used for calculating the enthalpy of formation of nanocomposites with embedded
Fe NPs according to equation (1). They are plotted against the weight fraction of Fe NPs in Fig. 3. The values of
the enthalpy of formation (∆Hcomp ) are negative for all the nanocomposites; it means that the interaction between
PI matrix and Fe NPs is energetically favorable. In all the cases, the concentration dependence is the smooth curve
with minimum. It is clear that the modification of Fe NPs strongly affects ∆Hcomp values. The largest absolute
values were obtained for the ferroelastomers with FeP I and FeP C NPs, which were modified by the polymeric layer
at the surface. The lowest absolute values of ∆Hcomp correspond to FeOx NPs with the passivating oxide layer on
the surface. Qualitatively, these results indicate that the modification of the surface of Fe NPs improves interaction
with PI matrix as a rule. The quantitative consideration needs more detailed treatment of the concentration plots for
∆Hcomp .
The enthalpy of interaction at the interface is the result of the numerous elementary molecular contacts among
the base-units of a polymer and the solid surface. If these contacts are short-range and independent (no cooperative
forces are involved), then the total enthalpy of interaction will be proportional to the number of elementary contacts
established at the interface. The number of such contacts is proportional to the fraction of the surface occupied by
the base-units of a polymer. If the entire surface of the solid particle is filled with base-units of a polymer, then the
enthalpy of interfacial interaction comes to saturation. Such a consideration leads to a Langmuir-type [24] equation
for the enthalpy of adhesion at the polymer/solid interface:
KCP
.
(2)
1 + KCP
Here, ∆Hadh is the enthalpy of all contacts established by monomeric units with the surface of NPs at certain concen∞
tration of polymer, ∆Hadh
is the enthalpy of all the contacts in the saturated layer, K is the effective constant of the
formation of an adhesive contact, CP is the concentration of a polymer (PI) in g per 1 m2 of the solid surface.
The function (∆Hadh ) and the variable (CP ) are related to the enthalpy of formation of composite and to the
weight fraction of the filler by the obvious equations:
∞
∆Hadh = ∆Hadh

∆Hcomp
,
ω2 SBET
1 − ω2
CP =
.
ω2 SBET

∆Hadh =

(3)
(4)
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F IG . 3. Dependence of the enthalpy of formation of poly(isoprene) ferroelastomers on the content
of Fe NPs with the intact and modified surface for systems filled with 1 – Fe0 , 2 – FeOx , 3 – FeT ,
4 – FeOA , 5 – FeP I , 6 – FeP S . The solid curves are the result of the interpolation by equation (5)
∞
TABLE 3. Parameters of adhesion: ∆Hadh
and K for the interaction of poly(isoprene) with the
surface of the intact and modified Fe MNPs in poly(isoprene) ferroelastomers

Batch
∞
∆Hadh

Fe0
2

(J/m ) −0.64
2

K (m /g)

299.0

FeOx

FeT

FeOA

FeP I

FeP S

−0.32 −1.08 −0.48 −2.79 −2.69
41.6

164.0

29.0

655.0

697.0

Substitution of equations (3), (4) in equation (2) gives the relation of the experimentally determined value of
∆Hcomp to the parameters of equation (2) – ∆Hadh and K:
K(1 − ω2 )ω2 SBET
.
(5)
K(1 − ω2 ) + ω2 SBET
Figure 4 presents the model concentration dependencies of ∆Hcomp calculated for different parameter sets. One
∞
can see that the curves have the same shape as the experimental plots presented in Fig. 3. In general, ∆Hadh
governs
the scale of the enthalpy changes, while K determines the position of the minimum on the curves. Large values of K
correspond to the strong adhesion at the interface and it shifts the minimum of ∆Hcomp to the large weight fraction
of NPs in the composition (compare curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 4). This occurs because the adhesion layers become
saturated at the relatively low levels of polymer content. If the adhesion is weak (i.e., low K), a large amount of the
polymer is required to saturate the adhesion layers and the minimum of ∆Hcomp is shifted to low fraction of NPs in
∞
the composition. If ∆Hadh
is constant, the increase of K not only shifts the curve to the higher content of NPs but
makes the minimum deeper. It is the result of the normalization of ∆Hcomp value to 1 g of the composition. At high
K the enthalpy of interaction corresponds to the relatively small amount of the polymer and it enlarges the negative
values of ∆Hcomp .
∞
At a constant K, the negative values of ∆Hcomp linearly increase with ∆Hadh
as each adhesion contact with
surface becomes stronger (compare curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 4).
∞
Experimental values of ∆Hcomp in Fig. 3 were fitted by equation (5) to get adhesion parameters ∆Hadh
and
K for PI ferroelastomers under study. Lines in Fig. 3 correspond to this interpolation. It is clearly seen that simple
Langmuir model fits well the experimental results for the enthalpy of formation of nanocomposites.
∞
and K obtained by fitting the concentration plots of ∆Hcomp (Fig. 3) by
Table 3 gives the parameters ∆Hadh
equation (5).
The weakest is the adhesion of PI to the surface of FeOx NPs with the passivating oxide layer. The absolute
∞
∆Hadh
value is twice lower than the value for the non-passivated Fe0 with intact metal surface. This means that the
passivation of metallic Fe NPs by its oxidation is unfavorable for the adhesion of PI. On the contrary, adhesion of PI
to FeT NPs is almost twice stronger than that to the intact metallic surface. In reference [16], it was shown that the
treatment of the intact surface of 3d metal by the aromatic liquids resulted in the formation of polycyclic aromatic
∞
∆Hcomp = ∆Hadh
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F IG . 4. The model concentration dependencies of ∆Hcomp calculated for: (1) K = 2 m2 /g,
∞
∞
∞
∆Hadh
= −1 J/m2 ; (2) K = 20 m2 /g, ∆Hadh
= −1 J/m2 ; (3) K = 20 m2 /g, ∆Hadh
= −0.5 J/m2
hydrocarbons (PAH) on the surface. According to the results presented in Fig. 3 and Table 3, the layer of PAH
substantially improves the adhesion of PI to the metallic surface of Fe MNPs. PI is a non-polar polymer with p-bonds
in its monomeric units. Molecular orbitals on the double bonds more likely will interact with the delocalized electrons,
which are present in the metal and in the benzene rings of PAH, than with the ionic crystalline oxide structure.
The strongest adhesion was obtained for the composites with Fe NPs modified by polymeric layers. Both polymeric modifiers – PI and PS contain π-electron density in their monomeric units and can effectively interact with
PI matrix. Furthermore, it is well-known [25] that the macromolecules in the polymeric shells on the surface contain
numerous loops and free tails, which substantially enhance the possibilities of the adhesion of PI matrix by interfusion.
Unexpectedly, FeOA showed rather poor adhesion to the PI matrix. It was lower than that for the intact Fe0 but
still stronger than for FeOx . Oleic acid is commonly known as a good dispersant for the suspensions of metal and
metal oxide particles in the non-polar liquids [1]. Its activity is based on the formation of the oriented adsorption
layers on the surface of the particles. Usually, metal surfaces isare oxidized, and thus, the mechanism of oleic acid
adsorption on the metal and on the metal oxide is likely the same. The polar heads of the oleic acid stick to the polar
surface of the oxide, while hydrocarbon tails form the hydrophobic shell around the particle. However, this is not the
case for the FeOA NPs studied in the present work. Modification by oleic acid was performed on the intact metal
surface not exposed to the air, which might not favor the formation of the oriented layer. No such layer on the surface
of Fe NPs was found by HTEM in our previous work [23]. Oleic layer on the surface was amorphous and the polar
carboxyl residues of oleic acid were facing any direction. Therefore these polar groups might as well be exposed to PI
matrix in the composite, and might effectively diminish the adhesion.
∞
The trends in K values (Table 3) generally follow the trends in ∆Hadh
. This means that strong molecular contacts
provide higher adherence at the interface. However, K being the effective constant of the formation of adhesion contact
relates to the free energy of the adhesion, which includes not only the enthalpy, but also the entropy contribution. Most
∞
likely it is the reason for the deviations from the linear correlation between ∆Hadh
and K (e.g. in the case of Fe0 , see
Table 3).
4.

Conclusions

The evaluation of the interaction energy at the interface between the polymeric matrix and dispersed solid particles is crucial for the development of the advanced composite polymeric materials. Specifically, it relates to the
elastic composites with embedded magnetic nanoparticles – ferroelastomers. In the present study, we have used thermodynamic approach based on the thermochemical cycle to evaluate the enthalpy of formation of poly(isoprene)
ferroelastomers with metal Fe NPs. We have taken Fe NPs with different surface treatment to study the influence of
the surface modification on the enthalpy of interaction between poly(isoprene) matrix and the surface of embedded
Fe NPs. In all the nanocomposites studied, the enthalpy of interaction between poly(isoprene) and Fe NPs was negative; it indicated adhesion between components at the polymer/solid interface. The dependence of the enthalpy of
interaction on the NP’s content in poly(isoprene) ferroelastomers is a smoothly shaped curve with a minimum. The
simple Langmuir-type model was shown to be a good choice for the quantitative description of the experimental data
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and provided solid grounds for the consideration of the role of surface modification on poly(isoprene)/Fe interaction
in the elastic nanocomposites.
The negative values of the enthalpy of adhesion increase almost ten-fold in a series FeOx (oxidized surface) –
FeOA (deposited oleic acid) – Fe0 (intact metal surface) – FeT (deposited polycyclic aromatics) – FePI (deposited
poly(isoprene)) = FeP S (deposited poly(styrene)). It supports the delocalization of π-electrons as the likely source
for the interaction at the interface. Poly(isoprene) contains unsaturated double bond in each monomeric unit in the
macromolecule. The intact Fe surface can participate in such delocalization due to the electronic gas in the metal
lattice. The adhesion with poly(isoprene) matrix further improves when the intact Fe surface is covered by organic
deposits with unsaturated electronic structures (double bonds, benzene rings). Meanwhile, if the metal surface is
covered by oxide shell with ionic crystal lattice, the adhesion of poly(isoprene) diminishes. In a whole, the obtained
results revealed that the in-situ surface modification of zero-valent iron nanoparticles in the EEW synthesis allowed
controlled tuning of molecular adhesion at polymer/solid interface.
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